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ABOUT

Over the past five years, the conference has firmly established itself as the region’s largest and most high-level petrochemical event with over 250 international & regional top-level executives from around the globe attending the conference every year.

In 2017, the CIS Petrochemicals at an even bigger scale and scope is once again bound to become THE must attend event representing the entire value chain of the petrochemical industry in Russia and CIS and addressing the current market and technological challenges of the industry.

With more interactive features and fascinating content, the programme will comprise expert presentations, round-table discussions, networking sessions, technology exhibition and the annual gala cocktail reception.

IN 2017

| 250+ | Attendees |
| 60+  | Speakers and discussion leaders |
| 20+  | Countries |
| 12   | Sessions |
| 7    | Discussions and round tables |
| 3    | Cocktail receptions |

ATTENDEE PROFILE

- Oil majors, refineries, chemical and gas processing plants: top management, chief engineers and technologists, construction and project directors, technical and commercial specialists.
- Service providers: EPC, licensors, consultants, equipment manufacturers, IT, design institutes, engineering and technology companies etc.
- Investors: banks, export credit agencies, investment and insurance companies, various financial institutions
- Government agencies: officials, senior representatives of ministries, associations and foundations.
TESTIMONIALS

“It was one of the best conferences I have attended in several years: in terms of the level of the participants, topicality of the presentations, and the opportunities for business contacts”

Vitaly Protasov
Business Development Director
BALTIC GAS CHEMICAL COMPANY

“The range of participants and speakers is very well balanced, foreign companies are just as active as Russian institutions”

Vasily Rybkin
Director for Market Development
HONEYWELL

“The organisation of the conference has been great and very professional. The location and the venue are also excellent”

Carlos Mondolfi
Project Manager – Refining and Commerce Joint Projects Development Department
ROSNEFT

“Great format and excellent platform for communication and opinion exchange between industry’s representatives on the most topical issues”

Maksim Savchenko
General Director
AMUR GAS CHEMICAL COMPLEX – SIBUR

“Very interesting conference. Good occasion to exchange experiences and the perfect opportunity to approach key Russian players in the petrochemical field”

Carlo Peschechera
Commercial Manager – Europe
TECNIT E&C

“Great attendance. A lot of people from the industry, feedstock producers, construction and technology companies. It is a nice variety of attendees to meet and network with”

Alex Lidback
Vice President – Chemical Research
WOOD MACKENZIE

REGISTERED ATTENDEES 2017
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www.cispetchem.com
The CIS region is especially well known for its huge project potential on converting gas into high-margin products including liquid fuels, chemicals and fertilisers. However, technology needs to be commercially and technically viable as well as compatible with the local specifics of this region.

In 2017, the CIS Petrochemicals conference will once again join forces with the co-located third CIS Gas Monetisation conference which will present and analyse the most economic and profitable ways of natural gas monetisation:

1. What are the top challenges facing the natural gas industry today? What is the future and long-term outlook of natural gas markets around the world?

2. What are the most practical and workable methane-rich gas conversion options specific to the regions with the highest rate of return?

3. What are the prospects of the large nitrogen-based fertilisers investment projects, including new ammonia, urea and methanol production capacity expansion in Russia and CIS?

4. What are the key benefits and the synergistic effect of a single technological complex and integration between gas production, processing and petrochemical production?
2017 SPEAKERS

Dmitry Konov
Chairman of the Board
SIBUR

Farid Jafarov
General Director
SOCAR POLYMER

Mikhail Karisalov
Chief Operating Officer – Deputy Chairman of the Management Board
SIBUR

Vladimir Razumov
Deputy Chairman of the Management Board
SIBUR

Maulen Ussenov
Head of Organic Chemistry Assets Management Division
UNITED CHEMICAL COMPANY

Rustem Gimaletdinov
Vice President for Refining, Petrochemicals and Gas processing
LUKOIL

Carlos Mondolfi
Project Director Refining and Petrochemicals Joint Projects Development Department
RUSNEFT

Sergey Zhidkikh
Director – Propylene Chain
SIBUR

Aman Amanpour
President
AMANPOURCONSULT

Aleksey Kravchenko
Deputy General Director - Director for Corporate Finance
NAKHODKA FERTILIZER PLANT (NFP)

Mikhail Sutyaginskiy
Chairman of the Board
TITAN GROUP OF COMPANIES

Marat Usmanov
General Director
LUKOIL - NOGNEORODNINENEFTEPROYEKT

Aleksey Kravchenko
Deputy General Director – Director for Corporate Finance
MAKHODKA FERTILIZER PLANT (NFP)

David Spicer
Chief Engineer Global Basic Chemicals Technology
ExxonMobil

Maxim Ufaev
Partner
MCKINSEY & CO

BULAT ZARIFULLIN
Deputy Director for Downstream
ADVISIAN – WORLEYPARSONS GROUP

Mikhail Sutyaginskiy
Chairman of the Board
TITAN GROUP OF COMPANIES

Marat Usmanov
General Director
LUKOIL - NOGNEORODNINENEFTEPROYEKT

Vladimir Kapustin
General Director
VNIPINEFT

Miron Gorilovsky
President
POLYPLASTIC GROUP

Mikhail Sutyaginskiy
Chairman of the Board
TITAN GROUP OF COMPANIES

Marat Usmanov
General Director
LUKOIL - NOGNEORODNINENEFTEPROYEKT

Aleksey Kravchenko
Deputy General Director – Director for Corporate Finance
MAKHODKA FERTILIZER PLANT (NFP)

David Spicer
Chief Engineer Global Basic Chemicals Technology
ExxonMobil

Maxim Ufaev
Partner
MCKINSEY & CO

BULAT ZARIFULLIN
Deputy Director for Downstream
ADVISIAN – WORLEYPARSONS GROUP

* The speakers are up to date as of February 2017. The full list is available on the website.

www.cispetchem.com
2017 SPEAKERS

Dmitry Mordovenko
Senior Advisor – Oil and Gas
PWC

Joe Duffy
Vice President – Ethylene, Polymers and Derivatives
ARGUS DEWITT

Sergey Galibeyev
Director of Development Unit, Department of Plastics, Elastomers and Organic Synthesis
SIBUR

Hossein Alimorad
Investment Director
IRAN NATIONAL PETROCHEMICAL COMPANY (NPC)

Elena Golm
Managing Director, Head of Oil and Gas
SIBERBANK

Andrey Mustafin
Business Development Manager – Oil and Gas
GEA REFRIGERATION

Sergei Mishin
Solutions & Lifecycle Services Department Director
EMERSON PROCESS MANAGEMENT

Geoff Roberts
Energy Industry Director
ORACLE CONSTRUCTION AND ENGINEERING GBU

Anna Dautova
CEO
PLASTIC TRADING HOUSE

Andrey Zauter
Director – Head of Energy Practice
STRATEGY PARTNERS GROUP

Tarja Korvenoja
Licensing manager, Technology Transfer, Innovation Centre Manager
BOREALIS

Yuri Golubev
Commercial Manager
UNIVATION TECHNOLOGIES

Denis Tsukanov
Deputy Director, Department of Regional Industrial Policy
MINISTRY OF INDUSTRY AND TRADE OF THE RF

Aleksey Lebedev
General Director
AVEVA

Max Heinritz-Adrian
Director Technology – Olefins
KBR TECHNOLOGY

Evgeniya Pilipenko
Director of Infrastructure Projects & Deals
SIBUR

Andrey Komrakov
EPC Contract Management Counsel
EUROCHEM

Maria Borisova
Director for Marketing and Sales
BIAXPLEN

Sergey Bourtsev
Managing Director
ERM

Franz Dalitz
Product Manager – Petrochemical Plants
LINDE AG

Ahmed Abdullayev
Vice President – Business Development
RENAISSANCE HEAVY INDUSTRIES
2017 SPEAKERS

Raushan Sarmurzina
Advisor to Chairman of the Board
KAZAKHSTAN PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRIES

Vitaly Dmitruk
Deputy Operations Director for Ecology and Safety
TOGLIATTIAZOT

Maksim Savchenko
General Director
AMUR GAS CHEMICAL COMPLEX SIBUR

Vitaly Ermakov
Head of Energy Policy Analysis Centre
ENERGY INSTITUTE AT HSE UNIVERSITY

Anton Maksimov
Deputy Director
TOPCHIEV INSTITUTE OF PETROCHEMICAL SYNTHESIS

Dave McCaskill
Vice President — Methanol & Derivatives Service
ARGUS DEWITT

Vitaly Protasov
Business Development Director
BALTIC GAS CHEMICAL COMPANY

Christopher Chatterton
Chief Operating Officer
METHANOL INSTITUTE

Mikhail Kozlov
General Director
THYSSENKRUPP INDUSTRIAL SOLUTIONS

Oleg Kostin
General Director
NIIK

Elshad Telyashev
Director
INSTITUTE OF REFINING AND PETROCHEMISTRY OF BASHKORTOSTAN

Vladimir Mordkovich
Chief Technology Officer
INFRA TECHNOLOGY

Darya Borisova
Senior Partner
MCKINSEY & COMPANY

Anton Rubtsov
Business Development Director
VYGON CONSULTING

Aleksey Galkin
Chief Engineer
VIS CONSTRUCTION GROUP

Egor Krivchun
Business Development Director
KBR TECHNOLOGY

Vladimir Mishin
Senior Account Manager
UOP

Andrey Kostin
General Director
RUPEC
08:00  Registration and welcome coffee

09:00  GLOBAL NATURAL GAS MARKET OUTLOOK

- Formation of the global gas market: the second attempt. Overview analysis of gas markets in Asia, the US and Europe
  Vitaly Ermakov, Head of Energy Policy Analysis Centre, ENERGY INSTITUTE AT HSE UNIVERSITY

- What are the most practical and workable gas monetisation solutions? Potential indicators of the effectiveness of specific business cases in different regions.
  Darya Borisova, Senior Partner, MCKINSEY & COMPANY

- What are the options for Russia’s natural gas target model? What will be the impact on the prices and balance?
  Anton Rubtsov, Business Development Director, VYGON CONSULTING

- Turkmenistan’s role in the global gas industry: gas processing and chemical projects overview
  Maksat Babayev, Chairman of the Board, TURKMENGAZ

- Global methanol & derivatives market overview: the booming methanol market in Asia and the Middle East. Methanol to replace naphtha-cracking?
  Dave McCaskill, Vice President – Methanol & Derivatives Service, ARGUS DEWITT

11:00  Coffee break

11:30  OVERVIEW OF MAJOR PROJECTS AND TECHNOLOGIES: MTG, MTO, GTG, GTL

Session moderator: Mikhail Kozlov, General Director, THYSSENKRUPP INDUSTRIAL SOLUTIONS

- Gas-to-Liquids: Are small-scale GTL technologies on the brink of commercialisation? Case-study: success story of the 100 BPD modular GTL plant in Texas
  Vladimir Mordkovich, Chief Technology Officer, INFRA TECHNOLOGY

- Innovative technologies for syngas: improved route from syngas conversion to light olefins and ultra-clean liquid fuels
  Anton Maksimov, Deputy Director, TOPCHIEV INSTITUTE OF PETROCHEMICAL SYNTHESIS

- Optimal light olefins production from methanol using innovative solutions: on-purpose propylene and ethylene from cost advantaged feedstocks
  Vladimir Mishin, Senior Account Manager, UOP

- Growing influence of flaring issues: innovative solutions for flare elimination for the oil and gas industry operators
  Sergey Petrov, Deputy Director for Oil and Gas, DOW

- Key success factors of gas-to-chemicals project management in Turkmenistan
  Ahmed Abdullayev, Vice President – Business Development, RENAISSANCE HEAVY INDUSTRIES

13:00  Networking lunch
14:00 **OVERVIEW OF MAJOR PROJECTS AND TECHNOLOGIES: NITROGEN**

Session moderator: Vitaly Protasov, Business Development Director, **BALTIC GAS CHEMICAL COMPANY**

- Methanol as a key option for monetising gas and coal: innovative options for downstream applications  
  Christopher Chatterton, Chief Operating Officer, **METHANOL INSTITUTE**

- The evolution of Russian engineering in the nitrogen and syngas sector: practical examples of the largest methanol, ammonia and urea projects in Russia.  
  Oleg Kostin, General Director, **NIIK**

- Leading solutions to improve efficiency of ammonia production and reduce CAPEX: making more for less  
  Egor Krivchun, Business Development Director, **KBR TECHNOLOGY**

- Increasing competitiveness of nitrogen fertiliser production: effects of lean production on cost minimisation including accidents, occupational injuries and illnesses  
  Vitaly Dmitruk, Deputy Operations Director for Ecology and Safety, **TOGLIATTIAZOT**

- Strategy development of Russia’s methanol giant Metafrax: overview of investment projects for the modernisation and construction

15:45 **Coffee break**  

Coffee break sponsor: **FESCO**

16:15 **NATURAL GAS PROCESSING AND PETROCHEMICAL PRODUCTION INTEGRATION**

**Special presentation:** Risks in allocation of responsibility during the project commissioning phase. A case study of Novy Urengoy Gas Chemical Complex (Gazprom): the general contractor’s view.  

Aleksey Galkin, Chief Engineer, **VIS CONSTRUCTION GROUP**

**Discussion:**

What are the key benefits and the synergistic effect of a single technological complex and integration between gas production, processing and petrochemical production? What are the possible challenges in the implementation of the project, logistics and marketing implications and the best technological solutions?

Amur Gas Processing Plant (Gazprom), Amur Gas Chemical Complex (Sibur), Novy Urengoy Gas Chemical Complex (Gazprom), Gas Project of Irkutsk Oil Company, Atyrau Gas Chemical Complex (Kazakhstan).

Maksim Savchenko, General Director, **AMUR GAS CHEMICAL COMPLEX**  
Elishad Telyashev, Director, **INSTITUTE OF REFINING AND PETROCHEMISTRY OF BASHKORTOSTAN**  
Danil Efremov, Director – Business Development, Petrochemicals plants, **LINDE ENGINEERING**  
Raushan Sarmurzina, Advisor to Chairman of the Board **KAZAKHSTAN PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRIES**  
Andrey Kostin, General Director, **RUPEC**

17:30 **Cocktail Reception**
AGENDA

5th April / Day 1

08:00  Registration and morning coffee

09:00  GLOBAL PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRY OUTLOOK
  - Major global chemical trends: economic, energy and feedstock industry drivers. What is next?
    Alex Lidback, Vice President – Chemical Research, WOOD MACKENZIE
  - Global olefins production outlook: adapting to a changing game
    Danil Efremov, Director – Business Development, Petrochemicals plants, LINDE ENGINEERING
  - Middle-East Petrochemicals: Growth Pathways, Old and New Business Models, Challenges, mutual Impacts of regional and global Markets
    Aman Amanpour, President, AMANPOURCONSULT, ex-president of SHELL CHEMICALS MIDDLE EAST
  - China’s petrochemical future: drivers and implications of the excessive production capacities. How will oversupply pressures affect global petrochemical markets?
    Joe Duffy, Vice President – Ethylene, Polymers and Derivatives, ARGUS DEWITT

11:00  Coffee break

11:45  KEYNOTE PANEL: STRATEGIC PLANNING IN THE AGE OF GLOBAL TURBULENCE
  - Keynote presentation: The impact of global megatrends on the petrochemical industry in Russia. Models of behavior and long-term investment plans of the major players in the petrochemical industry changing under the influence of megatrends.
    Dmitry Mordovenko, Head of PWC STRATEGY& IN RUSSIA
  - Long-term
    - What is the long-term effect of global mega trends on the chemical industry?
    - What is a demand forecast for petrochemical products in various sectors of production and how will it reflect on the product portfolio of petchem producers?
    - What are the necessary steps for regional petrochemical top executives to remaining competitive in the long-term?
  - Medium-term planning
    - How is the market expected to react against the backdrop of the new wave of cracker capacity additions by the largest chemical producers in Russia and CIS in the coming years?
    - How should the chemical project owners change the configuration settings of the large investment projects under conditions of high turbulence and market fluctuations of feedstock markets?
    - What measures of state support are necessary to stimulate the growth of the petrochemical industry in Russia?
    Dmitry Konov, Chairman of the Board, SIBUR
    Farid Jafarov, General Director, SOCAR RUSSIA; SOCAR POLYMER
    Rustem Gimaletdinov, Vice President for Refining, Petrochemicals and Gas processing, LUKOIL

13:00  Networking lunch
14:00  PROJECT FINANCING STRATEGIES

Special presentation: Case study. Effective management of non-technical risks in international financing of large chemical projects. Environmental and social aspects.

Sergey Bourtsev, Managing Director, ERM

Case study: Experience in project financing and cooperation with Asian banks to attract a $4.6 billion loan for the construction of one of the world’s largest chemical plants in Russia’s Far East

Aleksey Kravchenko, Deputy General Director - Director for Corporate Finance, NAKHODKA FERTILIZER PLANT (NFP)

Discussion:
• Best practices for project financing in high-risk conditions of sanctions pressure, high cost of borrowed funds and weak budgetary support. What are the implications for large-scale petrochemical investment projects?
• What are the strategies to mitigate risks and minimise impact of the potential threats?
• How can the people-oriented factors, like motivational programmes and infrastructure development projects, help the project owners achieve maximum economic efficiency of the project?
• What are the working methods of calculating the financial attractiveness and bankability of the project?

Elena Golm, Managing Director, Head of Oil and Gas, SBERBANK
Alexander Babynin, General Director, ORGNEFTEKHM HOLDING
Bulat Zarifullin, Deputy Director for Downstream, ADVISION – WORLEYPARSONS GROUP
Ulrich Schulte Lunzum, Head of Project Finance Department, EULER HERMES
Evgeniya Pilipenko, Director of Infrastructure Projects & Deals, SIBUR

15:30  Coffee break

16:00  ENGINEERING, CONSTRUCTION AND PROJECT MANAGEMENT

• Modernisation of Russian refining and petrochemical capacities in Russia: problems and prospects

Vladimir Kapustin, General Director, VNIPINEFT

• Critical success factors and local specifics of overhaul and maintenance project management at refineries and petrochemical plants.

Aleksandr Rappoport, Head of Project Execution & Construction, Global Refining & Petrochemicals, LUKOIL

• A time for transformation: implementing the necessary changes in the traditional approach to capital construction project management

Aleksey Lebedev, General Director, AVEVA

Interactive discussion:
• Global best practices meet local realities: Why are petrochemical construction projects more expensive in the CIS?
• Are Russian design institutes ready for the transition from the business model «design only» to «EPC/EPCm»?
• What are the schemes for distributing the project risk between the owner and the contractor for large construction projects?
• What are the key actions steps to improve industrial safety system regulations and reduce CAPEX in the petrochemical projects?
• How to ensure significant cost optimisation and cost performance?

Marat Usmanov, General Director, LUKOIL-NIZHEGORODNIINEFTEPROJECT
Andrey Komrakov, EPC Contract Management Counsel, EUROCHEM
Carlos Mondolfi, Project Manager – Refining and Petrochemicals Joint Projects Development Department, ROSNEFT
Andrey Kirillov, Director for Development, NPIGAZPERERABOTKA

17:45  Evening Gala Cocktail Reception
08:30  Morning coffee

09:00  MAJOR PROJECTS OVERVIEW

Session moderator:
Sergey Merzlyakov, General Director, AT CAPITAL MANAGEMENT

• Managing the rollercoaster environment in the face of crisis: strategy development of the Russian flagship petrochemical giant SIBUR Holding
  Sergey Zhidikikh, Director- Propylene Chain, SIBUR

• Massive petrochemical construction and modernisation projects in Azerbaijan, including construction of large-scale gas processing and petrochemical plants by SOCAR
  Farid Jafarov, General Director, SOCAR POLYMER

• Development outlook of the petrochemical industry in Kazakhstan: construction of new large-scale petrochemical production facilities in Atyrau.
  Maulen Ussenov, Head of Organic Chemistry Assets Management Division, UNITED CHEMICAL COMPANY

• Strategy of development and investment projects of the Middle East's second largest petrochemical producer: what is a way forward for Iran’s petrochemical industry?
  Hossein Alimorad, Investment Director, IRAN NATIONAL PETROCHEMICAL COMPANY (NPC)

10:30  Coffee break  Coffee break sponsor

11:00  PETROCHEMICAL TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT

Session moderator:
Sergey Galibeyev, Director of Development Unit, Department of Plastics, Elastomers and Organic Synthesis, SIBUR

• Bimodal Borstar® PE Process & Catalyst Technology - an updated view on the leading bimodal PE technology
  Tarja Korvenoja, Licensing manager, Technology Transfer, Innovation Centre Manager, BOREALIS

• SCORE™ technology for high selectivity, optimum recovery, energy efficient ethylene production: practical examples of successful application prospects
  David Spicer, Chief Engineer Global Basic Chemicals Technology, ExxonMobil

• Smart revamps of ethylene plants using SCORE™ technology: case studies of successful applications and recent modernisation projects
  Max Heinritz-Adrian, Director Technology - Olefins, KBR TECHNOLOGY

• Analysis of the key technological challenges in today’s petrochemical industry: increasing competitiveness through the introduction of modern technologies and solutions for the production of petrochemicals
  Andrey Mustafin, Business Development Manager - Oil and Gas, GEA REFRIGERATION

• Univation-Linde Alliance: Unique solutions for engineered integration of steam cracker and polyethylene units for new build and retrofit projects
  Yury Golubev, Commercial Manager - Russia, CIS, & EE, UNIVATION TECHNOLOGIES
  Franz Dalitz, Product Manager, Petrochemical Plants, LINDE AG

13:00  Networking lunch
AGENDA

6th April / Day 2

14:00 **CHEMICALS 4.0: DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION**

Session moderator: Dmitry Godovsky, General Manager - Chief Technology Representative in Russia and CIS, LG CHEM

- How will Big Data and advanced analytics technologies change the decision-making process? Can petrochemical executives in Russia and CIS use ‘Big Data’ as a powerful source of competitive advantage today?  
  Maxim Ufaev, Partner, MCKINSEY & CO

- Economic Benefits of Innovative Automation & Plantweb Digital Eco System  
  Sergei Mishin, Solutions & Lifecycle Services Department Director, EMERSON PROCESS MANAGEMENT

- Strategic initiatives to improve efficiency and optimise production through integrated digital technologies  
  Geoff Roberts, Energy Industry Director, ORACLE CONSTRUCTION AND ENGINEERING GBU

- Yokogawa’s contribution to the development of Industry 4.0. Solutions for implementing business strategies  
  Denis Ryzhov, Director - Solutions Centre, YOKOGAWA ELECTRIC CIS

Discussion:

What does the fourth industrial revolution mean for the global and regional chemical industry? And how can executives capitalise on the rapid progress of technologies such as IoT, big data and analytics?

15:45 **Coffee break**

Coffee break sponsor

16:15 **ROUND TABLE: COOPERATION BETWEEN PRODUCERS ALONG THE SUPPLY CHAIN**

Special presentation: Changes in the global chemicals value chain and how this will affect the Russian chemical players  
  Joerg Doerler, Director, A.T. KEARNEY

Special presentation:  
Analysis of the plastics industry in Russia: rebalancing. Development of domestic consumption in new conditions  
  Anna Dautova, General Director, PLASTIC TRADING HOUSE

Interactive discussion:

- What are the changes in the global chemicals value chain and how this will affect the Russian chemical players?

- How can we encourage the development of wide range of finished products further downstream in accordance with the requirements of the market and in close cooperation with large-scale producers?

- Market outlook for the polymer and specialty chemicals market: where will all the product go and what will this mean in terms of pricing and margins?

- Critical analysis of the polymer consumption domestic market: how do end-users estimate the demand prospects for polymer feedstock?

Session moderator: Miron Gorilovsky, President, POLYPLASTIC GROUP

Denis Tsukanov, Deputy Director, Department of Regional Industrial Policy, MINISTRY OF INDUSTRY AND TRADE OF THE RF

Mikhail Sutyaginskiy, Chairman of the Board, TITAN GROUP OF COMPANIES

Maria Borisova, Director for Marketing and Sales, BIAXPLEN

17:45 **Closing the conference**
# PRICE AND CONDITIONS

## REGISTRATION OPTIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Full Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CIS Gas Monetisation CIS Petrochemicals</td>
<td>3 Days</td>
<td>€ 2,399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIS Petrochemicals</td>
<td>2 Days</td>
<td>€ 1,899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIS Gas Monetisation</td>
<td>1 Day</td>
<td>€ 999</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Register 3 delegates and receive a 10% discount

* You can also make payment in US dollars or pounds

## THREE EASY WAYS TO REGISTER

- **Register on the website**
  - www.cispetchem.com

- **Email us with your full details**
  - a.kim@globuc.com

- **Call us**
  - +44 845 868 8234

## VENUE

**The Radisson Royal Hotel, Moscow** - one of the best 5 star hotel in Moscow, the premier accommodation choice in the Stalinist Gothic architectural style, the structure rests on the banks of the Moskva River, giving guests prime views.

Contact hotel:
- T: +7 495 221 5555
- www.radisson.ru/en/royalhotel-moscow

Make a reservation
The cost of the hotel accommodation is not included in the conference fee. GBC has negotiated special rates at this hotel for all attendees of the event.

## GET IN TOUCH

For registration, speaking and sponsorship inquiries, please contact:

**Artem Kim**
- Project Director
- GBC

E: a.kim@globuc.com
- T: +44 203 567 1347
- www.cispetchem.com
ONE CONFERENCE.
ENTIRE PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRY OF THE CIS REGION.